
Any Faculty or Staff fill this form 
to confirm support. Letter with a detailed explanation of next steps for facutly and staff support. 

Statement: 
https://tinyurl.com/DisruptHC Department Email Actions they're taking
Zolani Ngwane Anthropology (HC) Cancelling class/meetings, moving deadlines, circulating info

Craig Borowiak Political Science (HC)

I have canceled classes next week. Will be in touch with students 
regarding possibility of non-class space to discuss politics (both campus 
and noncampus). Helping to coordinate faculty conversations.

Jerry Miller Philosophy (HC) cancelling class, deadlines
Jennifer Harford Vargas English (BMC) Circulating strike demands at Bryn Mawr
Brook Lillehaugen Linguistics (HC) Canceling class, moving deadlines

Lou Charkoudian Chemistry (HC)
closing research lab, cancelling meetings, moving deadlines, circulating 
info

Rachel Hoang Biology (HC)
Pausing class. Holding Zoom meetings for students who have found 
that an important support 

Robert Fairman Biology (HC) pausing research, except for caring for research animals
Helen White Chemistry (HC)
Deepak Kumar Computer Science (BMC) Supporting students, donate...
Sorelle Friedler Computer Science (HC) canceling class/meetings, moving deadlines, circulating info

Janice Lion CPGC 
Reaching out to the administration and working with the Haverford 
House in Philly to help protestors 

Stephanie Keene CPGC 

Hank Glassman
East Asian Languages & Cultures 
(HC) cancelling class

Gary McDonogh Growth and Structure of Cities Reaching out to administrators and other faculty at Bryn Mawr
Anna West Health Studies (HC) cancelling class, meetings, deadlines, circulating info to faculty
Sharon Ullman History (BMC) Cancelling class, offering support, moving deadlines, circulating info
Kalala J. Ngalamulume History (BMC) Cancelled class in solidarity with strikers

Lisa Traynor Math (BMC)
Supporting students participating in the strike, postponing/potentially 
cancelling (?) homework

Rob Manning Math (HC) Moving deadlines, is inclined to cancel class atm
Richard Freedman Music (HC) cancelled class, adjusting schedule of assignments

Ingrid Arauco Music (HC)

Cancelling class, informing music department, providing flexibility with 
assignments (though she can't move the date our performer visits 
composition class, she's being as flexible as she can with due dates)

Heidi Jacob Music (HC)
Cancelled rehearsals, circulating info to bi-co, making time/space for 
students to talk about the strike

Joel Yurdin Philosophy (HC) cancelling class

Benjamin Le Psychology (HC)

Cancelling class, changing class requirements/assignments, offering 
support, moving deadlines, circulating info, communicating about a 
faculty response

Amy Cooke Biology (HC)

no student will be required to come to class, research, meetings, etc..., 
postponing assignments due dates, until strike is resolved without 
consequences, communicating with students

Seol Hee Im Biology (HC)

no student will be required to come to class, research, meetings, etc..., 
postponing assignments due dates, until strike is resolved without 
consequences, communicating with students

Roshan Jain Biology (HC)

no student will be required to come to class, research, postponing 
assignments due dates, assuming animal care work for students until 
strike is resolved, communicating with students

Cindy Sousa
Graduate School of Social Work 
and Social Research (BMC)

supporting students for missing classes/coursework in connection to 
strike and protests; available for emotional or tactical support for 
strikers; circulating information; adjusting syllabi to include education 
about the strike, protests, and the demands of the strike; donating to 
strike fund and philly bail out

This tab is for faculty to document how they have/will supported the strike 
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